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Travel journalist Suzanne Van Atten covers the best of Puerto Rico&#151;from the spectacular

beaches and classic golf courses to its rich Spanish culture. Van Atten includes fun and creative

travel ideas for a variety of travelers, including Thrillseekers Tour, Romantic Getaway, and Family

Fun. With expert advice on exploring the El Yunque rainforest and the underground caves at

Cavernas del Rio Camuy, Moon Puerto Rico gives travelers the tools they need to create a more

personal and memorable experience.
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I turned to Moon Puerto Rico after a really great experience reading and using the Moon Panama

book. But as soon as I was on the ground in Puerto Rico I realized how disappointing this book is in

the end! Time and again my travel companion and I wondered whether the author had ever actually

been to PR, and in fact, we are quite certain that if she did she never left San Juan. The information

was not complete, details were incorrect, and ideas for more adventurous and unique activities that

one expects from Moon books were missing/ disappointing. I recommend finding a different book for

your travels, especially if you want to get out of San Juan.

This book turned out to be quite an asset in Puerto Rico. It gave great recommendations for

restaurants and sites. It is especially helpful if you do not stay in San Juan. It covers the whole

island. I only gave 4 stars because some of the info was outdated and a few things were

understated in our area. By the time we realized this, it was too late to take advantage of them.



We went to Puerto Rico for our honeymoon, and the Moon guide is superb. We chose to spend

almost all our time in the jungle, beaches, and mountains, with only 1 day in San Juan. This book

told us of things known mostly to locals: a wonderful natural waterslide near Luquillo, that we should

eat at the Luquillo Kiosks, how to find the best bioluminescent bay experience, and a roadside stand

that sells scrumptious sangria. (Don't miss the jungle zipline, too.) This book took us many places

where we found ourselves surrounded by native Puerto Ricans enjoying their beautiful island.If

you're planning your own way and won't be spending the entire time on a resort, this book is a great

guide.

We found this guidebook to be very helpful and have very up-to-date information for our recent trip.

Some recommendations were a little on the pricey side so we used this along with research we did

online.

Just what I needed/expected.

I like most Moon handbooks. This one is just a little bit dated. Much more current info is available

online at various sites.

The Moon series is the best in travel as far as I am concerned. Great information, pictures and tips

for travelers.

thanks perfect!
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